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Religionist Rebels  
& the Sovereignty of the Divine

Tanisha M. Fazal

Abstract: Existing categorizations of rebel groups have difficulty classifying some of today’s most vexing 
rebels–those, such as the Islamic State, that reject the Westphalian state system and depend on an al-
most entirely religious justification for their cause. Such rebel groups often have unlimited war aims and 
are unwilling to negotiate with the states whose sovereignty they challenge. In this essay, I present the new 
category of “religionist rebels.” I show that religionist rebels have been present throughout the history of 
the state system, and explore the particular challenges they pose in the civil war context. Religionist rebels 
are often brutal in their methods and prosecute wars that are especially difficult to end. But the nature of 
religionist rebellion also suggests natural limits. Thus, religionist rebels do not, ultimately, present a long-
term threat to the state system.

Rebellion is a defining element of civil wars, in 
which armed opponents challenge the sovereign 
authority of the state. But the set of political aims 
sought by rebels is as diverse as rebel groups them-
selves. Archetypical civil wars include the U.S. Civil 
War, in which the Confederacy fought to secede from 
the Union and create a new, independent state, and 
the Spanish Civil War, in which the Nationalist reb-
els sought to overthrow and replace the governing 
Republican regime. In both of these cases, the reb-
els not only accepted, but premised their war aims 
on the continuance of the international state system. 
Even if they may have sought to change borders or 
redesign the seat of government, both sets of rebels 
also sought to control a state.

My aim in this essay is to investigate a type of rebel 
group that is not new, but may seem so: what I call reli-
gionist rebels. Religionist rebels reject the Westphalian 
notion of the state: that is, a political entity that gov-
erns a clearly delimited population and territory and 
interacts with like units in the international system.  
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Religionist rebels do not seek to carve out 
a new, independent state that will receive 
international recognition and, today, the 
benefits of a seat at the United Nations. 
Nor do they seek to capture the capital 
for the purpose of reclaiming the reins of 
government from those accused of having 
betrayed the public’s trust. For religion-
ist rebels, sovereignty does not reside in 
the people or in the recognition provided 
by other states. Instead, sovereignty is giv-
en–or even lent–by the divine.

Understanding the particular challeng-
es posed by religionist rebels is important 
for three main reasons. First, if the right to 
rule and represent can only emanate from 
the heavens, religionist rebels are likely 
to reject approaches from the state whose 
sovereignty their rebellion directly chal-
lenges, as well as from third parties whose 
interests may also be at stake. It will, in 
other words, be difficult to negotiate with 
a group whose members recognize a di-
vine source of legitimacy. Second and re-
lated, classifying religionist rebels can help 
shed light on their war aims and, in partic-
ular, whether those war aims are limited. 
And third, religionist rebels may also con-
duct war differently from rebels with oth-
er types of war aims, because the prosecu-
tion of the war–as well as its goals–may 
be justified on religious grounds. 

Today’s headlines abound with exam-
ples of Islamic religionist rebels, such as 
the Islamic State and Boko Haram. But 
religionist rebellion is not an exclusively 
Islamic, or even modern, phenomenon.1 
Armed rebellions in China and Brazil in 
the mid- to late nineteenth century and 
even to some extent that of the (Christian) 
Lord’s Resistance Army in Northern Ugan-
da today all fall into the category of rebel 
groups whose beliefs lead them to reject 
the modern state system in favor of a dif-
ferent theology of sovereignty.

These differences suggest that there is a 
fundamental mismatch between religionist 

rebels and the current state system in terms 
of how the sources of the right to rule trans-
late into the commencement, conduct, and 
conclusion of civil war. This mismatch sets 
religionist rebels apart from other types of 
rebel groups. Secessionist rebel groups, for 
example, have been shown to be less likely 
to target civilians than other types of reb-
el groups, in part because they are trying to 
gain the favor of an international commu-
nity that disapproves of civilian targeting.2 
And while existing scholarship has done 
less to tie war aims to the mode of war ter-
mination, there is at least some evidence 
suggesting that power-sharing–a popular 
postwar governing proposal–may be more 
likely to succeed in wars in which the reb-
els seek to replace the existing government 
than in those in which the rebels are divid-
ed from the government by ethnic identity.3

Many rebellions have a religious focus. 
Not all of these would be considered reli-
gionist, however. Many religious (but not 
religionist) rebel groups have secessionist 
aims, and actively seek to join the interna-
tional states system. The Moro in the Phil-
ippines, for example, have a clear Muslim 
identity, but have often sought autonomy 
if not secession. Others aim to take over 
the central government, but maintain the 
state’s relations with its neighbors, once 
again accepting the state system as it cur-
rently operates. The early part of the civil 
war between North and South Sudan was 
driven at least in part by the fear that the 
North was trying to impose Sharia law on 
the South, but at the beginning of this de-
cades-long conflict, the rebels still sought 
to work within the confines of the Suda-
nese state by reshaping the government in 
Khartoum. Religionist rebels not only give 
prominence to religious beliefs, but also 
explicitly reject a notion of statehood cen-
tered on limits to sovereignty and mutual 
recognition.

Because religionist rebels are not inter-
ested in joining the international commu-
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nity as a newly independent state or in re-
placing the existing government’s role, 
many recent strategies for war termina-
tion are unlikely to be effective when deal-
ing with this type of rebellion. In this, reli-
gionist rebels may be somewhat similar to 
rebels whose main aim is plunder. But inso-
far as loot-seeking rebels are motivated by 
money, they can likely be paid off; the same 
is not true for religionist rebels. Recogniz-
ing the particular challenges that religion-
ist rebels pose for war termination is criti-
cal to the resolution of religionist conflict.

In this essay, I first present the conven-
tional understanding of the possible array 
of rebel war aims. Next, I argue for adding 
a new type of rebel–religionist rebels–to 
existing categorizations. I lay out my logic 
via example, and delve into a series of cases 
of religionist rebels both to motivate and 
make my argument. I then examine brief-
ly how past religionist rebellions were ter-
minated, and to what extent the nature of 
their termination was driven by the reli-
gionist war aims of the rebels. I conclude 
with policy implications meant to apply 
to today’s–and future–conflicts with re-
ligionist rebels.

Scholars have classified civil wars on a 
number of dimensions. I focus here on the 
classification of civil wars according to the 
political aims of the rebel group. The Up-
psala Conflict Data Program (ucdp), an in-
valuable resource for civil war researchers, 
identifies two principal “incompatibilities” 
between governments and rebel groups 
fighting civil wars. Wars over the govern-
ment are defined as “concerning the type of 
political system, the replacement of the cen-
tral government or the change of its com-
position.”4 Wars over territory are defined 
as “concerning the status of a specified ter-
ritory, e.g. the change of the state in control 
of a certain territory (interstate conflict), se-
cession or autonomy (intrastate conflict).”5 
An influential article that preceded a boom 

of research on civil wars distinguished “eth-
nic” from “nonethnic” civil wars, and de-
scribed “nonethnic” civil wars as “revolu-
tionary or other types of war.”6 In addition 
to wars over the control of the central gov-
ernment and ethnicity/territory, scholars 
have sometimes pointed to a third catego-
ry: civil wars that are described as “resource 
wars,” in which the rebels’ primary aim is 
the plunder and sale of natural resources.7

Many important insights regarding the 
conduct and termination of civil war have 
emerged from the analysis of variation in 
rebel war aims.8 A focus on the possibly 
distinctive behavior of groups that seek, 
at a minimum, autonomy and, at a max-
imum, a new independent state appears 
to be most common.9 And wars in which 
rebels are motivated primarily by profit are 
thought, for example, to generate indisci-
pline and extensive civilian targeting, in 
contrast to conflicts in which clear politi-
cal aims govern rebels’ behavior.10

Connecting rebel political aims to the 
commencement, conduct, and conclusion 
of civil war is a sensible strategy. One prob-
lem, however, with the execution of this 
strategy to date has been the great deal of 
heterogeneity in the reference category. In 
other words, when we distinguish between 
“ethnic” and “nonethnic” or “secessionist” 
and “nonsecessionist,” we push aside the 
significant variation in the “non” catego-
ry. For example, another seminal article in 
the field identifies twenty ethnic civil wars, 
leaving a remainder of thirty-six nonethnic 
civil wars.11 The latter category includes a 
diverse set of conflicts, from Marxist upris-
ings such as the Cuban Revolution in 1958 to 
the attempt by Islamists to take over Alge-
ria in 1992 to southern secessionism in Ye-
men in 1994. The ucdp data code wars as 
being over government, territory, or both; a 
system that can also lead to some confusing 
coding decisions. For example, a conflict 
between the United States and Al Qaeda 
(part of the so-called global war on terror) 
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is coded as being over the type of govern-
ment, presumably that of the United States. 

Exploring this variation can be a risky 
proposition in that classification schemes 
can go too far. Overly detailed typologies 
are often too confusing to be useful. Bear-
ing this caveat in mind, I nonetheless sug-
gest adding at least one more type of rebel  
political aims: that of religionist rebels.

Before presenting specific examples of 
religionist rebels, I first want to clarify the 
claim that religionist rebellion is inconsis-
tent with the Westphalian state system. I 
conceive of the Westphalian state system 
as one populated, at least ostensibly, by We-
berian states whose governments possess 
(again, at least ostensibly) “a monopoly on 
the legitimate use of force within a given ter-
ritory.”12 Limits are inherent to this defini-
tion of statehood. States control a limited 
amount of territory. Their right to rule is 
limited by two kinds of recognition, from 
the domestic population of the state and 
from the recognition of other states pop-
ulating the system. 

Many internationally recognized states 
fail to meet the Weberian ideal of state-
hood today. Somalia is often taken to be a 
prime example of this failure. The Soma-
li government created by the constitution 
of 2012 certainly does not hold a monop-
oly on the use of force within its interna-
tionally recognized borders. But repre-
sentatives of Somalia nonetheless hold 
a seat at the United Nations and appear 
to play by the rules of the international 
game. That Somali representatives retain 
these rights points to the fact that today’s 
state system is Westphalian in a thin sense. 
States may interfere in each other’s poli-
tics. They may even challenge each other’s 
ownership to particular pieces of territory. 
But, with only a very few exceptions, they 
do not challenge each other’s right to ex-
ist, at least because they understand that 
their own existence depends on the main-

tenance of the system and the sufferance 
of others.13

As a weak, even failed state, Somalia fac-
es a series of domestic challenges. For the 
most part, however, these challenges are 
to the Somali state in particular and not 
to the international state system in gener-
al. Somaliland in the north seeks to create 
its own independent state and very much 
wants a seat at the un. In the 1980s, the So-
mali National Movement and Somali Sal-
vation Democratic Front sought to over-
throw President Siad Barre. More recently, 
perhaps partly as a result of Somalia’s pro-
longed state failure, the religionist group 
Al Shabaab has gained control over signif-
icant portions of Somalia, with the aim of 
establishing a global Islamic caliphate.

Three related characteristics distinguish 
religionist rebels from other types of rebel 
groups. First, religionist rebels are catego-
rized by how they view the source of sov-
ereignty, defined here as the right and fact 
of ruling a given population and territory. 
Both center-seeking and secessionist reb-
els seek to control a state, and view sover-
eignty as emanating from the people and/
or recognition by other states in the inter-
national system. Rebels concerned princi-
pally with plunder may not seek sovereign-
ty in any form, and may in fact prefer that 
some other party holds de jure sovereign-
ty as long as they maintain control over re-
source-rich territory and access to markets 
through which they can sell their goods. Re-
ligionist rebels reject the notion that sover-
eignty is rooted in the people or in the in-
ternational community, and their (ostensi-
ble) motives for any control of territory are 
theological rather than pecuniary. 

Second, because religionist rebels rely on 
a divine source of sovereignty, they reject 
the legitimacy of other units in the world 
whose sovereignty claims rest on secular 
sources, such as popular support and/or 
recognition by other units in the system. If 
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religionist rebels do not recognize the le-
gitimacy of other units in the system, they 
are unlikely to engage in formal relations 
with them. This restricts trade, negotiation, 
and diplomacy, all of which are critical to 
the current states system. Religionist reb-
els seek to be a world apart while remak-
ing the world in their image. 

Third, religionist rebels do not accept ter-
ritorial limits on their sovereignty claims, 
unless those limits have a divine justifica-
tion. As a scholar of the Holy Spirit Move-
ment described her subject: “The goal of 
the war, as Lakwena explained, was less the 
military conquest of foreign territory than 
the spreading of the Word of God through-
out the world. . . . The Holy Spirit Movement 
had a supra-ethnic, pan-African, and finally 
universal mission.”14 If the mandate from 
heaven is to convert and spread the word 
of God, there can be no inherent limit to 
this task.

A historical example of a religionist reb- 
el group is the Yellow Cliffs rebels in mid- 
nineteenth-century China. At that time, the 
reach of the Chinese state did not extend to 
its recognized–and claimed–borders. As 
a result, there were a number of challenges 
to Peking’s hold on outlying areas; many of 
these rebellions exhibited a strong religious 
cast.15 For example, the Miao and Hui in the 
southwest, along with the Tungan and Xin-
jiang Muslims in the northwest, fought for 
autonomy if not independence from the 
Chinese state in the 1860s and 1870s. 

Another challenge came from the Nien, 
bandits who were terrorizing China’s 
northern countryside. Refugees from the 
Nien flocked to the Yellow Cliffs in the 
north, where they were gathered in and 
then ministered to by religious leader 
Zhang Jizhong. As time passed, supplicants 
arrived at the Yellow Cliffs not as refugees, 
but as pilgrims seeking to join Zhang’s re-
ligious group.16 

Zhang Jizhong subscribed to an alter-
native form of Confucianism known as 

the Taizhou school. The Taizhou school 
had been founded by Wang Gen, who 
had been inspired by “a dream in which 
he single-handedly prevented the heav-
ens from imminent collapse and restored 
the sun, moon, and stars to working or-
der.”17 Zhang’s realization of this theolo-
gy led him to create what was effectively a 
small theocracy in the Yellow Cliffs. Zhang 
controlled entrance to the community and 
provided safety from local bandits, edu-
cation, food and shelter, and, of course, a 
system of worship. Sovereignty was effec-
tively invested in Zhang, who took on the 
mantle of “high priest.”18 

At their height, the Yellow Cliffs rebels 
fielded eight hundred soldiers.19 But these 
were primarily meant to protect the Yel-
low Cliffs community from bandits; they 
had issued no formal challenge to the gov-
ernment in Peking, effectively ignoring its 
claim to sovereignty over the Yellow Cliffs. 
The rebels were a group unto themselves, 
and only took up arms when their ability 
to self-govern was challenged.

The topography of the Yellow Cliffs re-
gion both protected and doomed Zhang 
and his followers. The cliffs created a geo-
graphical refuge, but also enabled a siege 
by government forces. While the residents 
of the Yellow Cliffs were offered the oppor-
tunity to surrender, none took advantage. 
All ten thousand souls–with the exception 
of four hundred women and children who 
were spared but had not surrendered–per-
ished in the assault, committed to Zhang 
and his religious teachings.20 

Similar to Zhang’s disciples in the Yel-
low Cliffs of China, the Canudos of North-
east Brazil rejected the sovereignty of the 
newly formed Brazilian republic in 1896 
without intending to challenge it directly.  
Antonio Maciel–also known as Antonio 
Conselheiro–led a Catholic community of 
twenty thousand who viewed the Repub-
lic as the “anti-Christ.”21 While the Canu-
dos believed in the divine right of monar-
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chy, they did not support the prior mon-
archy of Dom Pedro; they believed that a 
Portuguese crusader king would rise from 
the dead to lead them, and referred to their 
community as the “New Jerusalem.”22 The 
Canudos were organized along the lines 
of the Church itself. Although he did not 
claim the status of divine messenger or 
prophet, Conselheiro was treated as such 
by his subjects, who referred to him as the 
messiah.23

Also like the Yellow Cliffs rebels, the 
main political aim of the Canudos appears 
to have been to be left alone. The Canudos 
neither claimed an independent state nor 
directly challenged the sovereignty of the 
Brazilian government.24 At the same time, 
they clearly rejected the rules and reign of 
the state. The Canudos created their own 
governance structures, based on Catholic 
teaching, which included a group of apos-
tles to Conselheiro. The group held to a fair-
ly austere ethos, likely driven as much by re-
ligious devotion as economic need, given 
that its membership was extremely poor.25 
The implicit challenge to the government 
lay in the combination of the rejection of 
local landowners’ authority and the sheer 
size of the Canudos revolt. At its height, the 
Canudos community consisted of fifteen to 
twenty thousand people and at least four 
thousand soldiers, and was the second larg-
est community in the state of Bahía.26

The Canudos rebellion itself occurred 
only in response to government action. 
Neighboring communities became ner-
vous about the Canudos, accusing them 
of primitivism and of being “superstitious 
zealots.”27 Four separate government ex-
peditions were launched against the Canu-
dos. The first three were repelled by Con-
selheiro’s juaguncos, a fighting force whose 
members were recruited as much for their 
skill as for their willingness to die for the 
Canudos cause.28 The fourth and largest 
was successful, by starving out the Canu-
dos, who never surrendered.29 Govern-

ment forces ultimately killed nearly all the 
adult male Canudos and burned the com-
munity to the ground. 

Two additional related cases–the Holy 
Spirit Movement Forces (hsmf) and 
the subsequent Lord’s Resistance Army 
(lra)–illustrate some of the challeng-
es in identifying religionist rebels. There 
is no question that the Holy Spirit Move-
ment, which fought the Ugandan gov-
ernment in the mid-1980s, was religious-
ly motivated. The movement’s founding 
moment is said to have occurred when a 
holy Christian spirit named Lakwena vis-
ited an Acholi woman, Alice Auma, in 
Northern Uganda. Alice Lakwena (previ-
ously Auma) then took on the mantle of 
prophetess, and called troops to her side 
in the name of God. While it is certain-
ly the case that the religious beliefs of the 
hsmf led to poor tactical and operation-
al decision-making on the battlefield and 
governed the war aims of the group, the 
hsmf accepted the confines of the state 
system in that it aimed to replace the cen-
tral government in Kampala. Indeed, the 
hsmf was defeated when it launched a 
failed assault on the capital in 1987. By my 
coding, the hsmf would be considered re-
ligious, but not religionist.

Coding the Lord’s Resistance Army is 
more complicated. Many accounts trace 
the lineage of the lra to the demise of the 
Holy Spirit Movement Forces, suggesting 
the possibility of an alignment of war aims. 
But experts on this case suggest that the 
lra’s war aims are more difficult to discern 
than those of the hsmf. On one hand, the 
lra did seem to accept the idea of the state 
system–or, at least, did not directly chal-
lenge it–on more than one occasion. For 
example, Joseph Kony, the infamous lead-
er of the lra, accepted aid from the govern-
ment of Sudan. The lra also negotiated di-
rectly with the Ugandan government.30 On 
the other hand, the lra appeared to reject 
the notion of state sovereignty on several 
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fronts. Kony’s stated war aims in support 
of “the application of the Ten Command-
ments and the liberation of the people of 
Northern Uganda” do not necessarily hold 
the maintenance of the state system dear.31 
According to Kevin Dunn, a scholar of the 
conflict: “One of the more pronounced fea-
tures of the conflict is Kony’s limited in-
terest in communicating with the outside 
world.” Dunn further notes that the lra 
was less interested in “seizing the reins of 
power” from the central government than 
in creating an “enclave . . . or personal fief-
dom.”32 This description of the lra bears 
a striking resemblance to the cases of the 
Yellow Cliffs rebels and the Canudos: the 
state system itself is deemed secondary to 
the desire to be left alone.

The lra is a borderline case in coding 
religionist rebellion. Its war aims appear 
to have been somewhat fluid: it may have 
sought to overthrow the Ugandan govern-
ment at some points and rejected the state 
system in its entirety at others. This rebel-
lion appears to have petered out (at least in 
terms of battle deaths), but recent reports 
indicate an increase in child abductions 
that may mean that the lra is attempting 
to rebuild via the use of child soldiers.33

Most recently, the Islamic State emerged 
from the wreckage of the 2003 Iraq War, ini-
tially to push the United States out of Iraq 
but, subsequently, to declare a caliphate on 
earth with no clear territorial borders. At-
tempts by the international community to 
engage with the Islamic State have been 
generally rebuffed, perhaps most clearly 
when governments have tried–unsuccess-
fully–to negotiate with the Islamic State 
to return hostages.34 Broadly speaking, hu-
manitarian agencies have been frustrated in 
attempts to reach out to groups such as the 
Islamic State and its cousin, Boko Haram, 
although there have been some limited suc-
cesses, such as when the Swiss government 
and International Committee of the Red 
Cross negotiated the return of twenty-one 

girls taken by Boko Haram.35 Because re-
ligionist rebels do not subscribe to West-
ern and Westphalian notions of sovereign-
ty, the international community has little in 
the way of leverage to pressure these groups 
to comply with humanitarian norms.

Note that religionist rebels often provide 
many of the services of a state. Both the Yel-
low Cliffs rebels and the Canudos provid-
ed security, education, food, and shelter to 
their residents. Part of the Islamic State’s 
success has been attributed to its ability 
to step in and provide basic services, such 
as garbage collection, at a time when the 
Syrian and Iraqi states were failing to do 
so (and notwithstanding the fact that the 
provision of these services has often been 
selective and used for recruitment purpos-
es).36 But essential to the Westphalian no-
tion of statehood is the dual concept of in-
ternational recognition of boundaries. This 
implies limits on sovereignty, and such lim-
its are inconsistent with the sovereignty of 
the divine. It also implies living in a world 
with other recognized states, which is also 
inconsistent with the notion that there is 
one true path that all should follow.

Religionist rebels may also fight differ-
ently from center-seeking or secession-
ist groups. While all these groups fight to 
win, the extent to which religious belief 
permeates the daily life of religionist reb-
els can extend to the battlefield. A prime ex-
ample of this phenomenon is the belief in 
bullet-proofing. Soldiers of the Holy Spir-
it Movement were forbidden to kill, relied 
on holy water and religious songs to pro-
tect them, and (confusingly) invoked the 
name of James Bond as they engaged enemy 
troops.37 Another manifestation of the rela-
tionship between religionism and warfight-
ing occurs when the belief in religious ends 
is used to justify brutal means. The Islamic 
State’s governor in Aleppo drew upon Ko-
ranic scripture to endorse killing, crucifix-
ion, and the amputation of hands and feet 
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as punishment for enemies of the Islamic 
State, and evidence suggests that the organi-
zation has engaged in all of these practices.38

This is not to vilify religion: many if not 
most religious groups are devotedly non-
violent; see, for example, the Quakers and 
Jains. But religionist groups that use vio-
lence may accept few restrictions on their 
behavior, unless restrictions emanate from 
a divine source. This suggests that, in addi-
tion to identifying religionist rebels, it may 
also be useful to make doctrinal distinctions 
among them to determine which are likely 
to be the worst-behaved. Allegiance to the 
sovereignty of the divine may permit, de-
mand, or restrict violence in different cases.

The greatest challenge posed by religion-
ist rebels may be war termination. The his-
torical examples described above offer lim-
ited comfort, in that many of these groups 
have tended to create strongholds in re-
mote locations. While they have gained 
thousands of supporters, their popular ap-
peal has been limited, and they have typi-
cally been defeated by government forces. 
Indeed, the likelihood of their defeat may 
be a function of their religionist nature; to 
the extent that their actions were governed 
by theology rather than strategy–partic-
ularly on the battlefield–they may have, 
in effect, been “selected out” when facing 
nonreligionist adversaries.39

A logic of internal containment may help 
explain the fate of groups like the Yellow 
Cliffs rebels and the Canudos. But from a 
distance of decades, these groups may ap-
pear small and weak, especially in hind-
sight. The Taiping Rebellion–fought in 
China just a few years prior to the outbreak 
of the Yellow Cliffs Rebellion–may there-
fore serve as a more compelling compari-
son to contemporary examples. The Taip-
ings, also known as the God-Worshippers, 
fought in Eastern China from 1850–1864, 
marching on Nanking and Shanghai among 
other cities. The leader of the Taiping Re-

bellion, which took over twenty million 
lives, claimed to be the younger brother of 
Jesus Christ. While the Taipings certainly 
contrasted themselves with what they saw 
as a corrupt Manchu regime, they viewed 
their own mandate as coming from the 
heavens, and held that “the whole empire 
is the universal family of our Heavenly Fa-
ther, the Supreme Lord and Great God.”40 
What is more, they rejected overtures from 
diplomats from abroad, unless such dele-
gations swore allegiance to “the Heavenly 
King, the head of the movement” as well as 
to the Taiping religion itself.41 Even though 
it was orders of magnitude stronger than 
the Yellow Cliffs and Canudos rebellions, 
the Taiping Rebellion was ultimately (and 
soundly) defeated by Western-trained im-
perial government forces. Similarly, at this 
writing, the reach of the Islamic State has 
contracted dramatically, with significant 
losses in territory, population, and financ-
ing and the fall of core strongholds, such as 
the Syrian city of Raqqa.

Conflict resolution with religionist reb-
els is difficult because they eschew negoti-
ation. Faith and divine responsibility can-
not be negotiated away, and other actors are 
viewed as illegitimate negotiating partners 
if they do not subscribe to the same beliefs. 
This leaves two unsavory options on the ta-
ble. The first option is to fight to the end, a 
strategy employed by the Chinese and Bra-
zilian governments when negotiations with 
religionist rebels in their territory failed. Al-
though ultimately effective, this strategy 
was also extremely costly, with tens of thou-
sands of government and rebel soldiers–
as well as civilians–dying in each war. The 
second option is to accept a hybrid system 
in which religionist rebels coexist along-
side the Westphalian state system. Some 
version of this hybrid has existed since the 
emergence of the modern state system. This 
particular type of hybridity is problematic 
not (just) because it upsets the Westphalian 
apple cart, but more so because of the lack 
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of limits inherent to the evangelism of reli-
gionist rebels. It is not only their existence, 
but also their rejection of alternative justifi-
cations and systems of rule, that challenges 
nearby states. At the same time, however, it 
is precisely this lack of limits in aspiration 
that likely places a natural bound on the ex-
pansionist tendencies of religionist rebels. 
Because their attitude toward the state sys-
tem undercuts third-party support for reli-
gionist rebels, they may be especially likely 
to turn to other, often criminal, sources of 
financing. The resort to criminality in turn 
undermines discipline within the organiza-
tion as well as the credibility of its ideologi-
cal appeals and governance efforts.42 At this 
writing, for example, it appears that both 
the Islamic State and Boko Haram have be-
gun to fall back, after bumping into limits to 
expansion, as well as pushback from the in-
ternational community.43 An uneasy truce 
may therefore be possible, albeit neither 
pleasant nor likely.

Religionist rebels’ plans may appear to 
resemble the claims of past empires rely-
ing on justifications of sovereignty that in-
voked ideology or the divine right of mon-
archs.44 But there are important differenc-
es from these historical analogs. Not only 

was the Soviet Union a member of the Unit-
ed Nations, it participated in its founding, 
and even argued for the admission of So-
viet Socialist Republics that lacked the in-
dependence necessary to make their own 
foreign policy decisions. Similarly, the Eu-
ropean monarchs of old certainly had an 
insatiable thirst for expansion, but also 
treated frequently with each other, and 
recognized that there were probably nat-
ural limits to the scope of their empires.

Religionist rebels are not new to interna-
tional politics. And they are likely to con-
tinue to emerge and persist in one form or 
another. The bad news is that their aims 
are often without limit, their means are 
frequently brutal, and attempts at negoti-
ation may be futile. The good news is that 
religionist rebels do appear, historically, 
to have bumped up against natural limits, 
precisely because of the claims they make 
and practices they engage in during the 
wars they fight. And while the bottom line 
has been an especially bloody one, as be-
lief in the sovereignty of the divine makes 
religionist rebellions particularly difficult 
to end, the key takeaway is the necessity 
of distinguishing religion from religionism 
in identifying these especially challenging  
rebellions.
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